Bayview Hill Elementary School  
School Council Minutes  
June 13, 2011  

Attendees:  
Principal: Paul Woods  
Chair: Wendy Steinberg  
Co-Chair: Jennifer Ip  


Paul Woods: Update  


BHES school carnival: June 8th: - Great success! Albeit, the weather. Thank you, Malini Mather, for fine organization and leadership, as always for this most popular community event.  

Kinder playground: Moving forward. Several bids have been received. Issues such as slope/accessibility/fencing and concrete barriers have been considered. Potentially, fall construction.  

Class placements. For now, 1 SK/ Grade 1 split. 3 Grade 1's. Due to lack of space, no full day Kindergarten.  


Inquiry learning: Mrs. Meiling Wong continues as curriculum coordinator for 2011-12. Establish 4 models of Inquiry based learning to be integrated board - wide. Grades 6,7,8 separate models of inquiry. Mrs. Wong will work directly with curriculum consultants from YRDSB.  

Diane Daccord, Sandra Piperias & Parm Jandoo: will draft letter to York District School Board requesting assurances of continued commitment to inquiry based learning to be reviewed and agreed upon by BHES school council.  

Retrofit School Surveillance: BHES has been moved higher on the priority list of YRDSB elementary schools having security cameras installed.  

Wendy Steinberg: Chair: Update  

Requesting update for planning progress for annual staff appreciation lunch.  

Dance-a-thon. Always a success. BHES gross profits $7,170.00 $3,585.00 BHES contribution to Japan relief fund.  

Thank you to our dedicated pizza lunch/milk coordinators and volunteers. Always interested in recruiting more BHES parent volunteers to support successful fundraiser.  

Sandra Piperias: treasurer  
Authenticate financial assets and liabilities to date. See See documents - Statement of cash raised and used.  
Have a safe & fun summer!!!